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often overactive in cancer cells, leading to uncontrolled proliferation of cancer cells. 
Research aim. The study aimed to determine the prevalence of mutations in the 
PIK3CA gene in a cohort of CSCC patients from the Republic of Moldova. Materials 
and Methods. Ninety-two freshly collected tumor tissue samples from patients 
primarily diagnosed with CSCC were analysed. DNA was isolated using the GeneJET 
Genomic DNA Purification Kit and the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit and 
subsequently tested for three mutations in the PIK3CA gene: c.1624G>A, c.1633G>A, 
and c.3140A>G by the castPCR method. Results. The prevalence of PIK3CA mutations 
in our study group was 29.35% (27/92), of which 27.17% (25/92) were positive for a 
single mutation, but 2.17% (2/92) showed double mutations. Among these, 17.39% of 
patients were positive for the c.1624G>A mutation, 9.78% for the c.1633G>A 
mutation, and 2.17% for the c.3140A>G mutation. Conclusion. The tested prevalence 
of the PIK3CA mutations was 29.35%. Testing revealed that 25 patients were positive 
for a single mutation, and two tested positive for a double mutation. Since many 
patients have these mutations, there is a chance that CSCC patients from the Republic 
of Moldova will benefit from the development of anti-PI3K targeted therapy. 
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Metal oxide based gas sensors are continuously being evolved with new technologies 
for the development of sensing industry [1]. Biomarker detection through exhaled 
breath is one of the most developing non-invasive technique in diagnostic industry. 
There are lot of technologies being used for VOCs testing like gas chromatography, 
mass spectrometry [2], which are non-portable and pretty expensive. Metal oxide 
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based gas sensors are portable, inexpensive, and simple to be scaled for various 
applications. Mixed copper oxide (CuO/Cu2O) based gas sensors doped with Sn has 
shown remarkable results for ethanol vapor detection. At operating temperature of 
300°C, ethanol vapor shows maximum gas response ~220% over other VOC analytes 
like n-propanol, n-butanol, and acetone. The sensor shows response / recovery time 
of ~14 seconds/125 seconds for ethanol vapor detection. The morphology of Sn doped 
CuO/Cu2O was characterized through SEM. Ethanol vapor being potential biomarker 
for liver damage [3], auto brewery syndrome [4], etc. This work can be further 
extended to improve sensing performance and developed sample can be tested for 
medical devices. Using different appropriate doping elements, sensing performance 
for ethanol as a biomarker can be improved.  
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